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This book deals with the fundamentals of operating systems for use in real-time embedded systems.
It is aimed at those who wish to develop RTOS-based designs, using either commercial or free
products. It does not set out to give you the knowledge to design an RTOS; leave that to the
specialists. The target readership includes:Students.Engineers, scientists and mathematicians
moving into software systems.Professional and experienced software engineers entering the
embedded field.Programmers having little or no formal education in the underlying principles of
software-based real-time systems.The material covers the key â€˜nuts and boltsâ€™ of RTOS
structures and usage (as you would expect, of course). In many cases it shows how these are
handled by practical real-time operating systems. After studying this even the absolute beginner will
see that it isnâ€™t particularly difficult to implement RTOS-based designs and should be confident
to take on such work. Now, thatâ€™s the easy part; the really challenging aspect is how to best
structure the application software in the first place. If your design is poorly-structured then, no matter
which RTOS you use, you are very likely to run into problems of reliability, performance, safety and
maintainability. Hence the book places great emphasis on ways to structure the application software
so that it can be effectively implemented using an RTOS. The author: Jim Cooling has had many
years experience in the area of real-time embedded systems, including electronic, software and
system design, project management, consultancy, education and course development. He has
published extensively on the subject, his books covering many aspects of embedded-systems work
such as real-time interfacing, programming, software design and software engineering. Currently he
is a partner in Lindentree Associates (which he formed in 1998), providing consultancy and training
for real-time embedded systems.See: www.lindentreeuk.co.uk
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This is a great overview of the fundamentals of RTOS for embedded programming without being
specific to any one vendor. If you are new to RTOS programming and need a simple straightforward
text to explain how it works - this text is a great choice.

This is a great book for the new or even experienced professional involved in RTOS's or Real Time
Systems. the book has great structure and is clearly and simply written. A great learning aid is the
start and end of chapter learning points, this focuses your learning and understanding of the key
topics and ensures you have not misunderstand what the author is trying to convey to the reader.

It is a complete book to understand RTOS. Totally recommended.Be aware that it is not a step by
step guide to writing a RTOS in any programming lenguage, although it includes some pseudo-code
to understand the fundamentals.
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